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The architects sought to provide a dynamic environment conducive for learning. To achieve this
environment, the design concentrates a variety of functions in a compact, multi-level plan
oriented toward views of the Sandia Mountains and the Rio Grande Valley. Glossy, white metal
panels and red space frames contrast with textured gray concrete to provide a disciplined,
technological appearance to the schoo!.
The heart of the school is the Central Commons, which is defined by a red steel space frame ex-
tending outside to help form the building's main entrance. Inside the Central Commons, natural
light illuminates the sheltered space through clerestory windows which frame views of the moun-
tains east of the school and the valley and distant mesas beyond . The Central Commons is the axis
of the plan, with all major functional elements surrounding it. Other interior courtyards bring
daylight into the academic areas. These courtyards are also covered by space frames, with
clerestories admitting natural light into the interior of the school. The gymnasium, with its struc-
ture of custom-designed trusses, adds yet another spacious, multiple-use volume to the interior
collection of spaces. All of the school's heating, cooling and lighting is controlled by a computeriz-
ed energy management system, which provides maximum comfort with a minimum of energy
consumption.
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Jury Notes
"A mall -axial plan... a composition of
movement-through, with functional
elements attached... a relentless geometry. It
is a consistent design - materials stretched to
particular limits. ..expressive linears for
spatial delight. .. "
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